
Bingo Dabber Shape Activities
Learn to name and describe 2D shapes with these FUN 
bingo dabber activities!  Children should dot and dab the 
shapes with a bingo dabber/dot marker or crayon.  
Engaging, low-prep hands-on learning for home or school!  
Print out individual sheets or staple all sheets together to 
make an activity book. 

The following are included in black/white:

• 13 dab it shape activities – dab around the outline of the 
shape

• 13 dot it shape activities – search for and dot the shapes
• The shapes included are square, rectangle, circle, triangle, 

oval, heart, star, rhombus, pentagon, hexagon, octagon, 
parallelogram and trapezium 

I love to see my resources in action, so please tag me on 
Instagram (@noworksheetsallowed) to show me how you 
used the activity!  

Find more fabulous hands-on resources at:  
No Worksheets Allowed

Follow me on:
Pinterest Instagram Facebook
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Bingo Dabber Tips
There are many benefits to using bingo dabbers. From an 
adult's perspective, they are far less messy than paint! Using 
bingo dabbers is fun and will also help children to:

•Develop an understanding of one-to-one correspondence 
•Develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination, as they 
direct the dabber to the dot and push down on the paper 
•Develop postural control, which is essential for good handwriting

There are a few rules that you will want to teach children before 
they use bingo dabbers for the first time:

1. Only dab on the paper/workbook
2. Press down quite firmly but not too hard!
3. Don’t squeeze the bingo dabber
4. Replace the lid after use

It’s important that children dab and then bring the pen straight 
back up. If they push down for too long, the paper will become 
soggy and rip. 

It's a good idea to model how to use bingo dabbers correctly, just 
like you would if you were showing them felt pens, scissors, or 
glue for the first time.

Top tip: print pages out one-sided and not back-to-back.  This will 
avoid the nuisance of bleed-through!
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